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Since the Last
Seasonal Meeting
on Sep. 9
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•

The political environment about ILC is now very good, thanks, in particular, to
strong US support. A new deputy-MEXT minister, Ms. Takahashi, responsible for
S&T policy from Iwate, very supportive. Multiple discussion sessions held.
→ Remaining hurdle: how to secure financial resource outside the ordinary S&T
budget.

•

The climate change: The first stage of the ILC is 250 GeV but, now studies on
energy upgrade even above 1 TeV is encouraged. Discussions on non-colliding
beam experiments using the ILC facility starting.

•

In spite of the recent resurgence of the COIVD19, KEK is operating in the new
normal mode, and various ILC promotion activities are on-going. Various
strategy discussions on going in KEK and JAHEP (Future HEP Project
Committee). Note: Interim version of KEK RM is out for comments from JAHEP,
the final version expected after international review, maybe in April.

•

The International Development Team (IDT) took over LCC/LCB:
→ IDT Membership is open to public since Sep.11, substructure being formed.
→ Actively working on Snowmass process to expand the ILC community.
→ Preparation on-going for JFY2022 budget request to establish Pre-Lab.

•

JAHEP ILC Steering Panel has just been established to lead the HEP
community in Japan to advance the ILC project towards its timely realization.

•

Tohoku upgraded its ILC promotion organization, Tohoku ILC Project
Development Center, on Aug.6.
→ Now actively promoting ILC.
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ICFA and the ILC’s International Development Team: Geoff Taylor
http://newsline.linearcollider.org/2020/09/25/icfa-and-the-ilcs-international-development-team/
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LCC/PD → IDT/WG3
Jim Brau

Hitoshi Murayama

• All previous members of LCC/PD have been invited
to join IDT/WG3 together with some new young and
active persons.
• Expect some more members added for investigating
multi-purpose use of ILC facility.
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IDT WG3 Subgroups
IDT WG3 substructure is being formulated,
triggered by a proposal from ILD
Ties Behnke
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Detector Timeline
Discussions on going
Proposal in AWLC2020
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Steinar Stapnes

Pre-lab physics and detector activities
• Preparing the ILC physics programme by
• Setting up the ILC Committee (ILCC) as a programme committee for the ILC at the start of the
Pre-lab.
• Call for Expressions of Interest (EoIs) after ~0.5 year for experiments covering a broad physics
spectra which can be done at the ILC.
• Call for Letters of Intent (LoIs) about one year after the EoIs. The ILCC will select a subset of
LoIs to proceed for the next step.
• Call for a Technical Proposal/Technical Design Report shortly before the transition to the ILC
Laboratory, where the final approval of the experiments will be made by the ILC Laboratory.
• Approving and monitoring of the progress for the detector R&D programme by the ILCC.
• Organising physics workshops to reflect on the ongoing progress relevant for the ILC physics.
This timeline is the current IDT thoughts and the actual implementation will be led by the Pre-lab directorate
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Snowmass Process
A big chance to expand the ILC community
in particular in the U.S.!
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LCC Physics WG is activity working for the
Snowmass process
• July 7-8: Prep session
(https://indico.fnal.gov/event/
43959/timetable/#20200707)
for July 20-22 Snowmass EF
WS:
→ significant contributions from
the ILC community
→ presentations on MC
samples by Shin-ichi, Filip.

90 questions to tackle

•

July 20: Michael Peskin
reported on this document in
the July 20-22 Snowmass EF
WS
(https://indico.fnal.gov/event/
43963/timetable/#20200720)
→ Idea is to provide this as
an opportunity for new
comers.
→ Need to lower threshold.
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Easy to Use Tools for New Comers

Jenny List

Three flavours of miniDST
generator-level events, e.g. stdhep

delphes2LCIO

DELminiDST

Full
Simulation

SGV

SGVminiDST

ILD/SiDminiDST

LCIO miniDST data format

- your analysis in root or Julia or … transparent switch to next-detailed simulation level

analysis programmed against miniDST can switch
transparently between diﬀerent levels of detail!
http://ilcsnowmass.org
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Aug. 31:

Snowmass LoI deadline: many from us!

Aug. 28:

1st Snowmass Tutorial
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/45031/overview

Sep. 28:

Snowmass Tutorial: Whizard for e+ehttps://indico.fnal.gov/event/45413/

Oct. 5-8:

Snowmass Community Planning Meeting
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/44870/overview

Oct. 14:

2nd Snowmass Tutorial
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/45721/
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A New Long Writeup
for Snowmass
Purposes:
1. To assemble the full ILC story for the benefit of the
Snowmass conveners and P5.
2. To provide a vehicle for many members of the US
community to sign and hopefully contribute.
Deadline: ~ June 2021?
→ might be delayed because now P5 could be delayed by
one year according to Young-kee Kim.
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Need your inputs!
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LC Workshops
Dates being discussed, probably
1. European (I)LC workshop, with session on
experiments, new ideas, … March 15-19, 2021?,
fully virtual
2. LCWS, intended to be a community engagement
workshop on Experiments, October 25-29, 2021?,
hopefully in person in Japan
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